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Why is My Husband in the Potomac River?

CIA

Virginia

Maryland
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From “Dove Sei?” to Find My Friends
n Before GPS became widely available
n Common Italian mobile phone SMS opening:
“Dove sei?” (”Where are you?”) (Ferraris 2005)
n With GPS now on mobile phones
n Italians rarely begin SMS messages with
“Dove sei?” (only 1.5% of messages - Fortunati &
Baron 2017)
n

Find My Friends (and similar location apps)
n

n

You get what you pay for (husband in Potomac River)

Businesses, restaurants, banks, etc.
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Flurry of Books on Physical Navigation
n Pinpoint: How GPS is Changing Technology,

Culture, and Our Minds (2016, Milner)
n Finding North: How Navigation Makes Us

Human (2016, Foy)
n Human Spatial Navigation (2018, Ekstrom,

Spiers, Bohbot, and Rosenbaum)
n Wayfinding: The Science and Mystery of How

Humans Navigate the World (2019, O’Connor)
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Shifting Conversation about GPS
n From
n Death by GPS (or appearing to be in the
Potomac River)
n

How traditional societies have navigated
n

Inuit (northern Canada) (Aporta & Higgs 2005)
§ Stars, wind patterns, currents, animal behavior

n

Oceania (Gladwin 1995; Milner 2016; O’Connor 2019)
§ Stars, wave patterns (“wave piloting” in Marshall
Islands)

n

US Naval officers (Brumfiel 2016)
§ Return of training in celestial navigation
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Stick Charting in the Marshall Islands
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Shifting Conversation about GPS
n From
n Death by GPS
n How traditional societies navigated
n To
n What is GPS navigation doing to our brains?
(the question we will consider today)
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What Does It Mean to Navigate?
(Oxford English Dictionary)

n Etymology: Navigation
n Latin navigation (action of traveling by ship)>
Middle French > English
n

1539 traveling on water in a ship

n Evolution: Navigate (backformation from navigation)
n Ships: late 16th century
n Extensions
n
n
n

Balloons [“air ships”] (1784)
Aircraft (early 1900s)
Computing (1975)
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Today’s Navigational Inversion
n Physical (=Geographic/Spatial) navigation
n Increasing let GPS do the navigating for us
n Decreased use of our own brains
n Online navigation
n Increasing need to find our way among
online offerings
n Educational consequences: shifts
n

n

in reading: from dealing with individual linear
texts to online navigation of multiple documents
in education: learning measurements being
matched to what we do when navigating online
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Goals of Today’s Talk
n Physical navigation
n Summarize research on effects of GPS on
n
n

Our ability to navigate physical space
Our brains – and why the effects matter

n Online navigation
n Consider goals and challenges of using
multiple documents (including hyperlinks)
n Consider implications of shifting standardized
testing from print to online, including with
multiple documents to be navigated
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Distinctions from, Connections to
My Other Talks
n 2016 International Summer School
n

n

(Kloster Kappel)

Spoke briefly about death by GPS, traditional forms
of wayfinding, effects of GPS on brain
n TODAY: Focus on effects of GPS on brain
Spoke about my own research on reading single
documents in print vs. onscreen
n TODAY: Focus on standardized testing going digital
and on multiple documents online

n 24 October 2019 DSI Lecture (16:15-18:00)
n

“Does Medium Matter for Learning?”
n Broad research update on print vs. onscreen
(single documents) and text vs. audio
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GPS Use and Physical Navigation
n Overview
n Neurobiology of physical navigation
n Brain plasticity
n London taxi driver studies
n Types of physical navigation
n Research on use of GPS and navigation abilities
n Why your hippocampus matters
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Neurobiology of Physical Navigation and
Related Activity (highly simplified!*)
n Parts of brain used in navigation
n Hippocampus
n
n

n

Caudate nucleus
n
n

n

Role in memory
Physical navigation: simulates journeys for future travel
Role in memory and decision-making
Physical navigation: making turns when following path

Prefrontal cortex
n
n

Role in planning and decision-making
Physical navigation: helps plan path to take

*For details, see O’Keefe & Nadel 1978; Ekstrom et al. 2018;
“Satnavs ‘Switch Off’” 2017)
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Location of Brain Components

Prefrontal
Cortex

Front of
head
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Brain Plasticity
n Previous to 20th century science
n Brain was assumed to have fixed set of
neurons and connections
n Over time, only mental trajectory is downhill
n 20th, 21st century science
n Neuroplasticity
n

(e.g., Doidge 2007)

Brain can grow fresh neural matter and pathways

Mental or physical training can change brain
n Common suggestions: learn a musical
instrument or foreign language
n
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London Taxi Driver Studies
(Maguire et al. 2000; Maguire et al. 2006)
n Issue
n

Does acquiring “The Knowledge” (of London streets,
landmarks) change the brains of London black car
taxi drivers?

n Experiments
n

fMRI scans of brains of
n
n
n

London taxi drivers (with “The Knowledge”)
Controls (not taxi drivers)
London bus drivers (who follow fixed routes) [2006 study]

n Results
n
n

Larger hippocampi only in taxi drivers
More experienced drivers had larger right posterior hippocampus
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Types of Physical Navigation
n Beaconing
n

Following repeated landmarks, e.g., telephone polls

n Allocentric/Spatial [landmark-based]
n
n

Uses hippocampus
Enables us to form cognitive maps [Tolman 1948]
(construct mental relationships between multiple
environmental markers)

n Egocentric/Response [self-based]
n
n

Uses caudate nucleus (not hippocampus)
Turn-by-turn (left or right) navigation
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Research Overview
Use of GPS and Navigation Abilities
n Issues
n
n
n
n

We need all three types of navigation
However, people only build cognitive maps with
allocentric/spatial navigation (use hippocampus)
In principle, GPS can provide maps, turn-by-turn
directions, and show path from points A to B
In practice, we overwhelmingly ignore maps and
rely on egocentric/response turn-by-turn directions
(use caudate nucleus)

n Overall Findings
n
n

With GPS, we aren’t using our hippocampus
If we don’t use our hippocampus, it shrinks L
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Representative Studies
Use of GPS and Navigation Abilities
n Interviews with drivers using GPS (Leshed et al. 2008)
n GPS reduced drivers’ engagement with their
environment (e.g., “with the GPS you no longer need to
know where you are and where your destination is [or]
attend to physical landmarks along the way”)
n comparing spatial knowledge learned from studying a

tangible map versus navigating a physical space using
mobile GPS (Willis et al. 2009)
n

GPS users were worse at estimating route distance (path
traversed) and Euclidean distance (shortest distance
between starting point and designation)
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Representative Studies
Use of GPS and Navigation Abilities (cont.)
n Knowledge of a new neighborhood after navigating it

in a test vehicle, using either a traditional road map or
GPS (Wessel et al. 2010)
n

Advantages of using a physical map
n
n

better spatial understanding
better memory for the relationship between landmarks

n Eye-tracking technology to study navigation in a

virtual city environment (Hejtmánek et al. 2018)
n

The more time participants used GPS to navigate, the
less accurate their spatial knowledge was
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Representative Studies
Use of GPS and Navigation Abilities (cont.)
n fMRI scans of people navigating simulation of

London’s Soho district (Javadi et al. 2017)
n

n

n

Parts of hippocampus and prefrontal cortex activated
when needed to make navigation decisions (e.g.,
deciding which street to go down)
More brain activity when there were more street
options to choose from
(e.g., Seven Dials)
When participants were asked to follow satnav
instructions (using GPS), brain activity in
hippocampus and prefrontal cortex switched off
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Why Your Hippocampus Matters
n Hippocampus diminishes in size with
n
n
n

Normal aging
Mild cognitive impairment
Alzheimer’s disease

n With Alzheimer’s disease
n
n

Besides memory loss, one of first cognitive issues
is not knowing where you are
Increased reliance on egocentric/response
navigation (Parizkova et al. 2018)

n Research of Véronique Bohbot & colleagues
n

Douglas Research Centre, McGill University
(Canada)
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Representative Studies
Hippocampus and Aging, Dementia
n Navigation strategy changes over lifespan – shift from

spatial (hippocampus) to response (caudate nucleus)
(Bohbot et al. 2012)
n Children:
84.4% spatial
n Young adults:
46.3% spatial
n Older adults:
39.3% spatial

n Correlation between spontaneous use of spatial

strategies and amount of grey matter in hippocampus
(Konishi & Bohbot 2013)
n “older people who use their spatial memory strategies in their
everyday lives may have increased grey matter in the
hippocampus and enhance their probability of healthy and
successful aging”
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Can Older Adults Grow Their Hippocampus?
n Training on demanding spatial navigation

task (Lövdén et al. 2012)
n

Increased volume in hippocampus of both
younger and older men

n Playing 3-D video game (West et al. 2017)
n Older adults increased gray matter in
hippocampus
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Véronique Bohbot
n “Society is geared in many ways toward

shrinking the hippocampus. In the next
twenty years, I think we’re going to see
dementia occurring earlier and earlier”
Quoted in Hutchinson 2009
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Advice from Véronique Bohbot
(VeBoSolutions.com)
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Navigating Online
n Overview
n The navigation metaphor
n Educational move from print to online
n Shifts from single to multiple online texts
n Hyperlinks
n Navigating multiple texts online
n Standardized testing
n Impact of current focus on reading multiple
documents online for
n
n

what it means to read
what it means to learn
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The Navigation Metaphor
n Navigation tools typically used
Physical Navigation

Online Navigation

Landmarks

Enter known URL

Physical maps

Links

Cognitive maps

Search engines

Compass, stars, waves, etc. History/back button
GPS

Working memory

n Discussions of the metaphor
n
n
n

CHI workshop (Jul & Furnas 1997)
Formal semantic analysis (Hochmair & Luttich 2006)
Apply physical navigation principles to online
(Hirtle 2006)
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The Navigation Metaphor (cont.)
n Where the metaphor fails
n Physical navigation
n
n

n

Goal: getting from defined point A to point B
In principle, single best route can be identified

Online navigation
n
n
n

Goal is to find and evaluate information
Endpoint of evaluation: not previously known
In principle, many possible routes to end goal

n Why pursue the metaphor
n
n

Vast growth of online navigation (need to understand)
Use of cognitive maps in physical navigation is
declining, but may be useful for online navigation
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Educational Move from Print to Online
n Rise of eBooks
n Rising cost of textbooks
n Proliferation of digital devices for reading
n FOMO (“Fear of missing out”) on digital
n Textbook publisher initiatives
n
n

Digital pricing, “inclusive access”
Phasing out print (Pearson: “digital first”)
(McKenzie 2019)

n Growth of OERs (Open Educational Resources)
n

Overwhelmingly digital
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From Single to Multiple Online Texts
n What do we ask students to read onscreen?
n Linear text
n

n

Text with hyperlinks
n

n

Pedagogy issues: reading, evaluating single text
Pedagogy issue: not losing track of initial text

Sources students identify themselves
n

Pedagogy issues: Learning to do efficient
searches and to evaluate sources

n Multiple online text focus for pedagogy: K-12
n Very little discussion at university level
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Using Online Hyperlinks
n Pros
n

Access to dictionaries, translations, related info

n Cons
n
n

Distraction from initial text (cf. multitasking)
Navigating between links increases cognitive load,
which may exceed some users’ working memory
(DeStefano & LeFevre 2007)

n
n

Users may assume text with hyperlinks is more
important than text without (Fitzsimmons et al. 2019)
“Hypertext discourages the absorbed and reflective
mode that characterizes literary reading” (Miall &
Dobson 2001)
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Navigating Multiple Texts Online
n Necessary skills (Salmerón et al. 2018)
n
n
n

Navigating hypertext documents
Understanding and integrating different sources
of information
Evaluating information

n Examples of challenges
n
n
n
n

Picking good search terms
Efficient abandonment of unproductive sites
Efficient use of productive sites
Not getting lost in cyberspace
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Navigating Multiple Texts (cont.)
n Skills to help navigate multiple online texts
n

Print reading skills that apply to online reading
n
n
n

Know when to skim, search, or read carefully
Remember where in the text you read what
Evaluate credibility (don’t believe everything you
read)
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Navigating Multiple Texts (cont.)
n Skills to help navigate multiple online texts

(cont.)
n

Physical navigation skills that apply to online texts
n Take stock of surroundings
n Keep track of where you have been and where
you are going
n On future searches, re-use previous strategies for
identifying landmarks and productive pathways
n Build cognitive maps (e.g., Li et al. 2013; Lithfous et al.
2013; Hou et al. 2017; Payne & Reader 2006)
§ Most suggestions draw on print formatting
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Standardized Testing Phase 1:
Move Linear Testing Online
n Standardized tests
n GRE, GMAT, MCAT (grad/professional school)
n

n

ACT (college entrance)
n

n

Already all digital (GRE, GMAT: Adaptive)
In 2019, all international testing is digital

SAT (college entrance)
n

Currently experimenting with digital

n Research on testing in paper and onscreen
n Lower scores on digital (Mangen et al. 2013)
n Probable scrolling issue (no sense of place)
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Standardized Testing Phase 2:
Reconfigure Nature of Testing
n Reconfigured international school tests
n
n
n

PISA>ePISA (15 year-olds)
PIRLS>ePIRLS (4th graders)
Shift from mixed informational and narrative
(typically fiction) to mostly or all informational text

n Digital reading goals for 2012 PISA (OECD 2015)
n
n
n

Search for information without seeing full text
Navigate efficiently across sites
Assess credibility of sites
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Impact of Online Testing (in General):
What It Means to Read
n De-emphasize literature (shift from narrative

to informational texts) (Støle et al. 2018)
n De-emphasize value of “long reads” (of any

genre) and potential for deep reading (Baron
and Mangen ms.)
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Impact of Online Multi-Document Focus:
What It Means to Read
n Reading historically has included
n
n
n

Following extended arguments or stories
Reflecting on what have read, rereading
Reading for enjoyment

n With shifts in pedagogy and testing, reading

has increasingly come to mean
n
n
n
n

Working with hyperlinks, multimodality
Efficient search strategies
Dealing with authorless or contradictory sources
Comparing and evaluating sources

(Støle et al. 2018; Salmerón et al. 2018)
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Impact of Online Multi-Document Focus:
What It Means to Learn
n Contradiction in educational goals (at least in US)
n

Claim “critical thinking” is an essential goal (even in
lower education)
n

n

Entails both careful reading and thoughtful analysis

However, no evidence that the kinds of reading we
assign and use for testing (short, online, multidocument search) foster this kind of thinking

n Technology (today’s shiny new object) is driving

much of educational practice
n

Problematic case of technological determinism
(including teaching to the test)
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Conclusions
n Physical navigation
n
n

What to abandon
n Regular reliance on GPS
What to embrace
n Practice building cognitive maps
n Use GPS only when you genuinely need it

n Reading multiple documents online
n

n

What to abandon
n Assumption online navigation is most important
reading skill
What to embrace
n Reading, education fostering reflective thinking
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